
Frequently asked questions about  
Fressure™ fresh ground beef patties
What is different about Fressure™ ground beef?
Fressure™ fresh ground beef patties are unique in foodservice because they have been through a patent-pending, 
high-pressure process to enhance food safety and improve shelf life.

How does high-pressure process impact food safety?
The high-pressure process enhances food safety by diminishing foodborne pathogens, such as E. coli, Salmonella, 
and Listeria, as well as microorganisms that can cause spoilage because it is forceful enough to significantly disrupt 
cellular activity. It occurs in the final packaging, decreasing the likelihood of recontamination.

Is high-pressure processing a new technology?
High-pressure processing has been a desirable method for producing fresh, safe food for a long time. Recently, this 
patent-pending process has been developed for fresh beef patties, but only those labeled as Fressure™ ground beef 
patties have the high-pressure processing technology. 

How is the process applied to Fressure™ ground beef?
The package is placed inside a pressure chamber, water is added around the exterior and the 
chamber is sealed. The chamber is programmed to increase the pressure to maximum desirable 
level and sustain it for a set period of time. During this process, pressure is applied equally on 
all areas of a product so that neither the package nor the product is crushed. The chamber is 
decompressed and the products are removed and reboxed, ready for shipping.

Fressure™ ground beef patties:  
freshness without compromise™ 

With Fressure™ beef patties, you can elevate your 

burger menu with fresh beef that commands a 

premium menu price and the opportunity for 

distinctive menu offerings. 
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Frequently asked questions about  
Fressure™ fresh ground beef patties
Does the high pressure change the product characteristics?

Why is Fressure™ ground beef a natural option for food safety?
The high-pressure process is a natural process that does not use high temperatures, chemicals or irradiation that 
can interfere with the product taste, color, texture or nutritional qualities. In addition, there are no negative consumer 
perceptions, consistency is maintained, and shelf life is increased.

What is the Fressure ™ beef patty advantage for an operator?
There are many advantages for the operator. It allows an operator to serve premium, fresh beef to their customers 
with peace of mind while capitalizing on the huge foodservice trend in fresh burgers.  Fressure ™ beef patties  

changes in the latter part of the shelf life, which can cause waste. It also allows for value-added menu pricing and  
a competitive edge.

I serve fresh ground beef patties – why should I switch to  
Fressure™ beef patties?
Fressure™ ground beef patties provide your operation with enhanced food safety, longer shelf life, a consistent fresh 

What is the main reason I should change from using frozen burgers?
With Fressure™ beef patties, you can elevate your burger menu with fresh beef that commands a premium menu  

eating experience.

What is the impact in my operation if I switch from pre-cooked burgers?
Fressure™ beef patties offer a superior eating experience without added ingredients that customers will prefer over 
pre-cooked burgers. Plus, they are naturally treated for enhanced food safety, which also provides a longer shelf life 
compared to traditional fresh patties. In total, it increases your bottom line with savings compared to the portion cost 
of fully cooked patties.

Even though the Fressure™

procedures for all raw meat, including this product, is extremely important.
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The high-pressure processing does not interfere with the taste or nutrient value of Fressure™ fresh ground beef. 
In fact, shelf life is increased and the flavor customers desire is maintained throughout the extended
product life.**

**High pressure processing can cause a slight variation in color and/or texture.  Once the package is opened, the 
raw ground beef turns its typical pink color when exposed to oxygen


